STANDING COMMITTEE
ON THE FOOD CHAIN AND ANIMAL HEALTH

SECTION ON GENERAL FOOD LAW

AGENDA OF NEXT MEETING – October 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2002

Approval of the Agenda.


2. Opinion on a draft Commission Directive establishing the list, concentration limits and labelling requirements for the constituents of natural mineral waters and the conditions for using ozone for the treatment of natural mineral waters and spring waters.

3. Exchange of views at the request of the French authorities on foods intended for infants and young children referring to organic production

4. Exchange of views at the request of the UK authorities on the status of naturally occurring sources of vitamins and minerals when the EU directive on Food supplements comes into force.

5. Opinion on a draft Commission Decision of … amending Commission Decision 94/652/EC establishing the inventory and distribution of tasks to be undertaken within the framework of co-operation by Member States in the scientific examination of questions relating to food.

6. Enlargement : State of play of negotiations and monitoring activities

Exchange of views concerning the letter of the Portuguese authorities on the labelling and definition of chocolate with sweeteners as expressed in the attached letter.


Exchange of views concerning the use of combined names for chocolate such as "pure chocolate", "extra chocolate" or "traditional chocolate" for chocolate that contains no vegetable fat or a reduced quantity of it.